
Open to children of all ages

All the answers can be found on notices around the walks 

There are three quizzes to do, so choose how many you want to complete 

The first one is for the Blue Walk

The second one is for the White Walk

The third is for the Red and Yellow Walk

Post your finished quiz form in the box in the Animal Barn 

Correct entries will be entered into a draw when the Walk closes 

Prize winners will be contacted by telephone or email 

All names and other details will then be destroyed

HAPPY QUIZZING!

YOUR DETAILS
Your first name Age

Your surname

Your telephone number or email

WIN beautiful nature spotter books, kindly sponsored by 
Miles Kelly, children’s book publisher

•  Listen for three different birdsongs

•  Feel soft moss growing by the path

•  Smell the bluebells

•  Count five different leaf shapes

•  Can you hear the wind? Or the bees?

•  Can you smell the sheep or cows?

JUST 
FOR 
FUN

Red and Yellow Walk Quiz
All the answers can be found on the notices on this 
Walk but in no particular order

1 What is silage made from?

2 What is produced at the apiary?

3 What animals are kept in livery at Primrose Farm?

4 Where was the plough first used?

5 How many species of willow are there?

6 What colour are calves ear tags?

7 What is a heifer?

8  How often does a cow need to give birth to keep 
producing milk?

9 What is stored in the barn opposite the stables?

10 Willow blossom is very attractive to what?



Blue Walk Quiz
All the answers can be found on the notices on this Walk 
but in no particular order

1  Which type of tree was used to make ships?

2  How many eggs does a great tit produce in a year?

3  Name an amphibian found in the pond.

4  Which squirrel is native to Britain?

5  What colour are the feathers on a tree creeper’s 
back?

6  What flower is our neighbour’s farm named after?

7  Name three things eaten by hedgehogs.

8   Which plant’s name comes from the French for 
“lion’s teeth?”

9  What colour are honeysuckle berries?

10   What makes the silver birch easy to recognise all 
year round?

White Walk Quiz
All the answers can be found on the notices on this Walk 
but in no particular order

1  What time of year do ground birds nest?

2  What is our local orchid known as?

3  What moth feeds on honeysuckle?

4  What berries are found on a bramble?

5  What do jays like to gather for their winter store?

6  What is broad leaf garlic also known as?

7  What kind of deer can be found in the woods?

8   What were the Upper and Lower fishponds 
originally dug for? 

9  Name a type of owl found on this walk.

10  What colour bark does a silver birch tree have?


